What is ARA?

Anti-Racist Action (ARA) is a network of youth-based anti-racist groups across North America dedicated to fighting all forms of racism. Mpls ARA is a part of this network. We oppose things like the racist institution of the police as well as organized racist groups like the klan and nazi skinheads. We believe that the only way to smash racism is by doing it ourselves! We are also anti-sexist and pro-queer.

MAKE MADISON A NAZI-FREE ZONE!!

NO! TO NASTY NAZIS

GET INVOLVED TO SHUT 'EM DOWN!

Anti-Racist Action

****UW Greens InfoShop****
31 University Square
Madison, WI 53715
Phone: #608-262-9036

BE YOUNG! HAVE FUN! SMASH RACISM!

HOW TO
A NEO-NAZI BONEHEAD

a public service from
ANTI-RACIST ACTION
HOW TO IDENTIFY A NEO NAZI BONEHEAD

It can be quite confusing to identify a racist bonehead. Being a bootlegger, white person with boots and a bomber jacket isn't exactly convincing proof. To make matters worse, some of them choose to grow their hair and hide in suits. Some are simply white men and women who dress smart. Most outwardly white-power boneheads use the white-red-white flag, and wear red or white laces in their boots (white laces stand for white power, red laces for national socialism). Red suspenders are also a hint, but this alone is not enough to peg them as most kids wear whatever laces they have on hand. So don't write the person in question off yet. Skinheads are proud of their country and tend to wear national flags too.

This is the logo of the Heritage Front. Vaguely reminiscent of the swastika, this white, red and black symbol appears on t-shirts, patches, buttons and baseball hats of members and supporters of the HF.

The confederate flag, used by Klan and nazi formations to represent slavery days.

Hitler-worshippers, like the American Nazi Party, use the swastika. It is also used by nearly all white supremacist organizations throughout the world.

This symbol of the Third Reich in Germany is also used by Hitler-lovers throughout the world.

This logo for the Aryan Nations also represents Christian identity ideology.

This is the Church of the Creator logo, also white, red and black and most often present without the wording around the outside. It stands for "Racial Loyalty" and white supremacy.

This Celtic symbol was first utilized by the National Front in England, but is one of the most common symbols sported by nazi's. For them it represents white supremacy.

This is the logo of the Afrikaner Resistance Movement, white supremacists in South Africa. White supremacists elsewhere use this emblem to glorify the former apartheid system there.

American Front logo, skinhead group with chapters throughout the U.S.

White Aryan Resistance logo, U.S. white supremacist group with chapters in Canada and a base of support in Toronto.

The various Hammerskin chapters throughout the world use various designs with the crossed white hammers being the common symbol. Many Hammerskins use crossed hammers in conjunction with the flag of their country of residence.

These are two symbols used by various Ku Klux Klan groups, and variations on these are common.

SO... you got the tips!
NOW... if there are identifiable nazi's in your school, workplace, neighborhood or social spaces, let us know!
Drop us a line, or give us a call.